Disturbance of neural respiratory control in neonatal mice lacking GABA synthesizing enzyme 67-kDa isoform of glutamic acid decarboxylase.
To examine the role of GABA in the respiratory rhythm and pattern generation in neonatal mice, we analyzed the function of the respiratory control system of 67-kDa isoform of glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD67)-deficient neonatal mice. In these mutant (GAD67-/-) mice, GABA levels in the brainstem were reduced to about 30% of those in wild-type (GAD67+/+) mice. In in vivo preparations, ventilatory parameters were analyzed by whole body plethysmography and electromyography of intercostal muscles. GAD67-/- mice exhibited abnormal respiratory patterns, i.e. irregular respiratory rhythm, and periodic gasp-like respiration followed by shallow breathing with short inspiratory duration and apnea. In in vitro GAD67-/- brainstem-spinal cord preparations, inspiratory C4 burst duration was shorter than that in GAD67+/+ preparations. Whole cell recordings revealed that activities of inspiratory neurons in the ventral medulla of GAD67-/- mice were characterized by a short depolarization period and a paucity of firing during the inspiratory phase. Superfusion of the in vitro GAD67-/- preparation with 10 microM GABA prolonged C4 burst duration and partly restored a normal pattern of inspiration, although the restoration was limited. These results indicate that reduced GABA levels during the perinatal period induce malfunction in the respiratory control system. We suggest that GABAergic transmission is not essential for basic respiratory rhythm generation but plays an important role in the maintenance of regular respiratory rhythm and normal inspiratory pattern in neonatal mice.